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A Hexxet’s Magic Comics Commission

Reality Engine 2
Field Testing!

Commissioned by Lord Sengir



Of course, 
General. Whoops 

that’s slippery! 
Here we go... 

Nicely squeezed 
between my big 
boobs. You like 
that, General?

It’s great, my busty 
bitch. But this is a 
work meeting! So, 
let’s talk business 

while you are down 
there.

With the help of the
app, Mikael has taken
over the military base
and now he’s enjoying
all those female staff
officers in any way he
pleases.



Keep going, 
Norah! I’ll cover 

your udders in 
my cream!

Also, it’s very hot. 
I love sexual 

science talk… Oh! 
It’s twitching! Sir, 

are you about 
to…

It shows you are a 
great leader who 

values his 
employee’s work. 

I’m honored, 
General.

May I say, Sir, you 
talking about my 
scientific work 
while I’m on my 

knees…



Oh, yes, Sir!
Let it all out!

Cover this 
filthy science 

officer in 
your juices



Oh, my! 
My chest is 
all sticky.

You did a 
great job, 

slut! I’m 
honored!

Thank you! 
You came so 

much, General!



I feel like such a 
dirty little slut with 
his jizz all over me. 

I love it!

At your 
command, 
General!

I’ll immediately 
go back to work 
with your sticky 
load drying on 

my chest.

Of, course, Sir! 
No Problem!

What?
You want me 
to leave your 

cum on?

We are going on 
a trip! It’s time 

to field test the 
machine!

Clara! Get 
your fat ass 
over here!



But this is not all about fun! Mikael is also working hard
on improving the machine… also Beta-testing it!



What the
fuck!?

Three more
minutes until the
next wave hits. 
This should be
fun to watch.

Test 01: Outer perimeter of the machine’s effective
range. The Reality Engine has been configured to
emit Reality Waves every 10 minutes to change
everything in range according to Mikael’s
programming… Let’s follow this fun encounter as a
female jogger who just entered the perimeter meets
Clara, the slut Mikael has taken with him…

Disgusting 
pervert!



The hell!?
What kind 

of loony are 
you?!

Any 
moment

now!

If you are wearing 
clothes, you need 
to wear something 
that accentuates 
your inner slut!

Women 
should never 

hide their 
assets!

What is this 
ridiculous 
stuff you 
have on?!

Me?
If anybody’s 
a pervert, 
it’s you!



All humans aside from 

Mikael Valdes are 

female.

Women take degrading 

language as compliments 

and love being groped.

Women dress up and act

as stereotypical sluts.

Every woman finds 

Mikael Valdes extremely 

attractive.

Executing command…





All humans aside from 

Mikael Valdes are 

female.

Women take degrading 

language as compliments 

and love being groped.

Women dress up and act

as stereotypical sluts.

Every woman finds 

Mikael Valdes extremely 

attractive.

Command executed!



That’s…
like totally 

mean!

Hm still 
arguing… well I 

guess being sluts
does not make

you friends.

So, buckle up girl! 
Cause you’ve got a 
long way ahead of 
you when I look at 
that wobbly belly 
and ass of yours!

But a true 
man wants a 
fit woman 

that can go 
for hours!

You might think 
your boobs will 

score you a 
man.

You need 
to work out 
much more, 

fatty.



After some more fun with the two of them, Mikael finds
his way around a local gas station where a couple stops to
get their car fixed… but the station’s attendant has been….
bunnyfied?!



I thought you are 
good with cars! 
Can’t you just 

pull up the hood 
and fix it?

Hon, please.
It’s best if a 
professional 
has a look.

Heya, guys!
In need of a 
professional?



I know 
you want 
to, stud.

Vadim! Stop 
looking already! 

Don’t encourage 
her! I… I… 

was not…

Hey!
I’m warning 

you!

Don’t you just 
want to bend me 

over and stick 
your dick in 

between these 
cheeks?

Look as 
much as you 

like, stud!



Oh, my!

Thankfully our hero
can help and resolve
the situation with a
small orgy…



But when the police arrives
on the scene to stop this
indecent behavior the real
fun is just about to begin!





End of Teaser!

Hello, Hexxet here, 

The full comic is ~80 pages long. Follow 
Mikael as he tests out the reality-changing 
power of the machine as he makes his rounds 
at the edges of its effective range - meeting a 
lot of hot ladies in the process and freeing 
their inner sluts ☺.

If you like my comics, please consider 
supporting me on Patreon or Gumroad by 
buying my work. I need your support to keep 
creating more Mind/Magic-Control comics! ☺
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